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EDITORS WORD.
AND, It is Christmas time, well almost,.. and all I want for Christmas is a pair of running shoes, size US 10
Please, Asics racing flats, to improve the speed and efficiency, according to Norrie Williamson. Thank you to my
new sponsor; (Please fill in your name here ………..).
What a great talk on the 26 th. Pity there were so few people, Club members included. Really encouraging to listen
to this man. I have changed my goals for 2015.
Thank you to all who attended the AGM and Prize giving function. It was a nice evening out and I am sure all
enjoyed it. Some strange awards was handed out, all in good spirit. See attached for these photos.
I found 13 good reasons why you should persuade a family member or friend to get off the couch and join the
Club. Get them walking at least, once it becomes a ritual, they will be hooked for life. Walking and running is still
the best social sport around.
Please enjoy the holiday and festive season. Do not forget to keep training, the new year will be upon you before
you know, and on the other side of the horizon, that big race you are planning to do, is awaiting. Do not slack,
December is a very important month to keep a steady base for the new year. (See the training guide.) set
yourself attainable goals and build from there.
For all going away, drive safely, take care of yourself and your fa mily.
The January Newsletter might be a few days late, I am also taking a break. I shall sent it soonest.

Share the Christmas spirit, be grateful for what you have.

(Roelof2610@gmail.com.)

Words of Wisdom
“For every minute you are angry you lose sixty seconds of happiness”
Ralph Waldo Emerson 1803 -1882 (an American essayist, lecturer, and poet, who led the
Transcendentalist movement of the mid-19th century.)
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A word from the Chairman.

Steve

Chairman’s word

“As this is the last newsletter for the year let me take this opportunity, on behalf of the VAC
committee and my family, to wish all our members a very Merry Christmas and a festive New Year.
Let me add the traditional Irish wishes for all.” (See Attached, toooo Big)
About his latest “Journey”..
So if you are going to challenge yourself the best way is to make it public and then peer pressure is
supposed to carry you through.
Where were all of you on Sunday 16 Nov when I needed you to carry me from the 60k m mark to the
end? Everything was going so well until the one 40km training ride on the borrowed bike went south. I
have often heard that runners have no trouble on a bicycle, don’t believe them, liars all of them.
I have to admit that doing 94.7km on no training could have been my fault, maybe. But doing it on a
heavy mountain bike with knobblies tires was definitely not smart. But I finished with plenty of time
before the cut off, 34min.
So to the picture, (see below for article), I have successfully completed the 94.7 and the Tough one
32km challenge and received the special medal awarded to those mad enough to do both.
How is the plan coming together you might ask? Very well so far I am on track for the Iron Man in
2017. I have completed a swim competition, a cycle competition and I run some distance races. On
th
7 December we put it together at the Rockman mini triathlon and see how that goes.
I will keep you updated…

 Steve

The Cape Gate Vaal marathon - Poised for Greatness
I have often wondered how some running events reach awesome stature and others almost make it and then
disappear completely. Races that come to mind are the City to City, Korkie and the Soweto marathon, which
each had thousands of runners each year, still died. How did the Comrades, Two Oceans, Dischem and Om die
Dam become sold out successes? There are many examples of both cases that I can list over the years that I
have been running, as I am sure each of you can relate to.
In my mind there are a few foundational things that have to happen for a race to reach, shall we call it, Grand
Status in the world.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Maturity, or history
Position on the race calendar or race date
Focus on the runner
Reputation
The right partners

Maturity or history
The Vaal marathon can claim 40 years of unbroken events, an achievement on its own, but talk to any distance
runner and he will have a Vaal marathon story. I became aware of this when I started the Evergreen number
for 10 Vaal marathons and almost every person who claimed their 10 had special stories they wanted to share.
The fact that we are celebrating 20 years of sponsorship with Cape Gate, as our main sponsor next year,
underlies our consistency.
Position on the race calendar or race date
The Vaal marathon is perfectly positioned as the last Two Oceans marathon qualifier, every year, and just
taking manual entries at our event has placed us as the preferred qualifier for the late starter and the runner in
their peaking schedule for many years now. This gives us anecdotal credibility from experienced runners when
they talk about their training.
Focus on the runner
The race has always been organised by runners for runners, this is why it has almost never run out of water,
coke or medals. In all the years there has never been any objection to ensuring these three things do not
become an issue by the organizing committee. The race has started offering free photos from our website of
runners; this has turned out to be a huge success and has gained us much positive spin off from the runners.
Reputation
I can still remember which races ran out of water or medals, or even have ‘detours on the route’, 15 or 20
years later. Runners will never allow this type of mishap to be forgotten and the story will be told over and
over again. The Vaal marathon has never had any of these happen and I want to say this is not luck it is by
design. The committee has never considered compromising the runner’s requirements on the race for financial
reasons because they are all runners themselves and know what to expect. The fact that the Vaal marathon
has had almost the same members on its organizing committee for many years ensures that there are no
mistakes in the preparation and execution. Some members come and go, and come back, and others only
spend a few years on the committee and move on, this is fine because it means the race evolves and doesn’t
stagnate.
The right partners
Now this is where the race makes or breaks it in the running world. The Vaal marathon both as an organisation
and as a race is solid, both in history and reputation but it will not explode to greatness if we don’t let it.

Opportunity only knocks once and you either open the door or hide behind it asking questions. I believe the
Vaal marathon, through a series of opportunities, has just opened the door. A few years ago the Committee
(called the LOC or local organizing committee) admitted that organizing the marathon part time was becoming
a problem for the members and they started looking for the right partner to share the load. I t was a false start
and we picked the wrong partner, out of inexperience. This has changed and out of that experience we have
found the right partner.
Champion chip and Race tech timing, including Modern athlete, have come together and offer a package fro m
marketing the race to providing results within an hour of finishing by SMS. They have also built up a supplier
base of consumables like T-shirts and water that they can leverage for better prices due to the number of
races they are providing logistical support to. Big race names like Dischem, Pick and Pay and Comrades all
make use of their support in various ways.
The world has moved on and I can remember when we collected flyers at races as the only way to plan our
race calendar, this is no longer the way runners of today do it they plan their running year by following online
coaches or training schedules by the likes of Norrie Williamson and others. The LOC was very fortunate to
have a new member come on board who has extensive knowledge and experience in the electronic media and
changed the Vaal marathon’s online profile from nothing to full participation. The race now has a web page,
Twitter and Facebook exposure. (Thanks Wayne)
Out of an invitation to attend a seminar for race organisers , Roelof and I made contact with Norrie Williamson
and decided to have the route measured as our race times are considered to be the fastest at altitude. Out of
this measurement we have formed a partnership with Norrie and we are getting huge benefits, like;


3 Old Mutual sponsored Seminars by Norrie Williamson



An IAAF accredited route, one of only 3 in the country that may be used as a qualifier for the world
championships. Also the only Southern African accredited race at Altitude. The Vaal marathon will be
listed as a qualifier for the World Marathon championships on the IAAF website and publications for
2015
Norrie Williamson will promote the Vaal marathon as part of his structure in preparation for the Two
Oceans and Comrades marathons training schedule. There will a lso be a training plan developed by
Norrie for the Vaal Marathon as part of his online training schedules. The same as Om Die Dam, the
Two Oceans marathon and Comrades.



I am so excited by recent developments that are set to launch the Vaal marathon into world class status that I
can hardly wait.
It is my wish that every member of the Vaal Athletic club share my enthusiasm and seize the opportunity that
has knocked on our door.
I think our motto should be; A good race can make a profit but a profit does not mean a good race.
Steve Ja ckson

CLUB FEES - 2015
All fees are annual fees and run from 1st January - 31st December every year. It also includes your
annual ASA licence fee / number. Please do an EFT. No forms to be completed, visit

asa.saclubs.co.za for your detail. Angela can give you your password.
<angelstones.jackson32@gmail.com>
Junior (7 - 19 y/o) Senior (20 + y/o) Grandmaster (60+) -

R 350.00
R 450.00
R 350.00

ABSA Vereeniging, Branch 632005, Acc. 480 862 317 Put your own name in the reference, not your

License Number for 2014.

Word to ponder !
squib \skwib\, noun:

( T HE NEWSLETTER NEED SQUIBS FROM ALL MEMBERS P LEASE! )

1. a short and witty or sarcastic saying or writing.
2. Journalism. a short news story, often used as a filler.

verb:
1. to write squibs.
2. to shoot a squib.
His tendency to uphold technical views gave rise to a very clever s quib by the late Mr. Justice
Hayes, in which the spirit of the baron is supposed to arrive in Hades…
-- William Ballantine, Some Experiences of a Barrister's Life, 1883

Squib is of unknown origin, though it entered English in the 1500s.

Time Trail / group runs.

PLEASE

Wear white or bright colours to Time Trial
We need to be safety conscious whilst running.

We invite all to come and join us on a Tuesday at 17H45. All friends and Walkers are welcome too.
This is where we as a Club meet, run a bit, socialize some more and where you can find out about
upcoming races. Flyers of upcoming races are available.
Group runs for the coming Saturday is also discussed and time, distance and venue set. Normally
group runs are from Virgin Active in Three Rivers from 06h00.
The

RAT Race winner for October was Paul Koorts, AGAIN ! He ran his exact predicted time!

But what frightened them in this pic? The photographer- Louise? This could be a good story!
Please tell.

th

The good rain forced most of us on the 11 of November not to attend, me included.
From those that did attend:

Good morning you “Sussies”,
Only four of us braved the lovely weather of last night for time trial.
Sylvester, Paul Koorts, Stephen Smith and myself. We all ran 44:04 – not a drop of rain.
Kind Regards , Cor.
Our last 2014 Race Against Time will take place on Tuesday, December 2nd 17:45 . We shall
have the normal bring and braai afterwards, weather permitting!
Please join us for a nice little social after the running bit.

TIME TRIAL RESULTS.
The results for November and December will be in the January Newsletter

AGM AND PRIZE GIVING FUNCTION
Congratulations to all that received awards. A special congratulations to Erica Hamilton for being our
Club athlete of the year. She had a great running year both on the road and in cross country,
achieving provincial colours for both. She also received honorary colours for her achievements.
I received the Chairman’s award for Club Person of the year. Thank you for this honour Mr Chairman.
Jacques Burger was awarded the Comrades runner of the Year for his sub 9 Comrades, he also
received honorary colours for 50 marathons. (He should have received it last year and is already
th
close to his 100 Marathon).
Gys van den Berg received honorary colours for 10 Two Ocean Marathons.
Cor Grey received the Time Trial Trophy for best attendanc e.

( More photo’s in the separate attachment. )

RACE RESULTS
Please send me your results, even better, write me a story about the
nice race you did. Please share!

SOWETO MARATHON – TV STAR

Christiaan Cloete

Dit is nie aldag wat mens 'n Vaal Atletiekklubber op televisie sien nie, maar hierdie Saterdag was my
gelukkige dag!
Vaylen Kirtley, die dame van my SABC, het my by die eindstreep van die Soweto Marathon
voorgekeer.
Sy het my sandale opgemerk en wou weet of ek bereid sou wees om 'n onderhoud toe te staan.
Ek se toe maar "ja" en voor ek my kon kry druk hulle toe 'n kamera in my gesig. Sy wou weet wat die
rede was hoekom ek nie skoene dra nie.
Toe verduidelik vir haar dat dit uit protes teen die prys van hardloopskoene is.
Ek hoop Nike (die sponsors) van die event het notisie geneem en verlaag hulle skoe npryse. Al is dit
net effens. Want R2000 vir 'n paar tekkies is darem deksels baie.
Anyways, hier is 'n paar screenshots van my oomblik van glorie.
Ek sien die SABC vanjaar se Soweto Marathon uitsending op YouTube gelaai. Dit is by:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PEbYb8zGyVo

94.7 Cycle and Tough One 32km
Steve is the only Valie to do the double challenge of the 94.7 Cycle and RAC Tough one and thus
earned the 3rd medal.
He cycled around Joburg in about 5 and half hours and then did the 32km race in 3:11. Not bad I
think. His total riding training: - a whopping 40km! (We are runners, not cyclists!)
Well done Mr Chairman.

Steve proudly displaying his 3rd Medal.

RACE RESULTS:
Position
555

Sportsmans Warehouse (CGA) 15km race - 2014-11-16
Initials
Surname
Sex
Age
Club
Finish Time
J
Burger
M
42
Vaal
01:41:11

Position
81

Superspar Bela Bela (LIMA) 42km race - 2014-11-08
Initials
Surname
Sex
Age
Club
J
Burger
42
Vaal

Position
373
595
865
1392

Initials
C
J
E
B

Kaapsehoop (MPU) 42km race - 2014-11-01
Surname
Sex
Age
Club
Grey
M
51
Vaal
Burger
M
42
Vaal
Adendorff
M
65
Vaal
Korte
F
51
Vaal

Finish Time
03:47:36
03:58:34
04:19:27
04:52:02

Position
374
544
731

Kaapsehoop (MPU) 21km race - 2014-11-01
Initials
Surname
Sex
Age
Club
S
Zeelie
F
56
Vaal
B
Botha
M
58
Vaal
M
Adendorff
F
62
Vaal

Finish Time
02:08:51
02:21:40
02:41:25

Finish Time
04:14:47

Position
36
45
51
95
107
130
150

Initials
D
E
S
W
S
B
M

BASF (AVT) 21km race - 2014-10-25
Surname
Sex
Age
Smith
M
47
Hamilton
F
56
Jackson
M
57
Pienaar
M
31
Zeelie
F
56
Botha
M
58
Gaade
M
68

Position
14
15
30
63

Initials
G
R
K
R

BASF (AVT) 32km race - 2014-10-25
Surname
Sex
Age
Vd Berg
M
39
Van Wyk
M
52
Motaung
M
54
Hamilton
M
33

Club
Vaal
Vaal
Vaal
Vaal

Finish Time
02:22:42
02:22:42
02:39:49
03:09:49

Position
145
194
627

Jozi South (CGA) 21km race - 2014-10-19
Initials
Surname
Sex
Age
Club
C
Cloete
M
34
Vaal
R
Hamilton
M
33
Vaal
W
Pienaar
M
31
Vaal

Finish Time
01:44:45
01:49:35
02:15:30

Position
117

Jozi South (CGA) 10km race - 2014-10-19
Initials
Surname
Sex
Age
Club
E
Hamilton
F
56
Vaal

Finish Time
00:49:37

Club
Vaal
Vaal
Vaal
Vaal
Vaal
Vaal
Vaal

Finish Time
01:50:39
01:53:53
01:55:20
02:11:51
02:17:39
02:29:45
02:59:22

SABS Jacaranda City Challenge (AGN) 21km race - 2014-10-18
Position Initials
Surname
Sex
Age
Club
Finish Time
539
F
Adendorf
M
65
Vaal
02:00:05

COMRADES 2015

Comrades Marathon 2015 entries open on 1 September 2014. Get your entry in
early, to avoid disappointment. The entry cap for the monumental occasion, that is
the 90th Comrades Marathon, is 23 000. Please remember that you will require
your username and password to enter online, to maintain your race history.
www.comrades.com
ENTRY FEE: R380
Please note: NO entries will be accepted after the 30th November 2014 which applies to all
South African, Rest of Africa and International entrants .

19201 - Entries received: - 28/11/2014 – 114h30

181 days till Comrades: - December 1st.
Vaal AC - Current Entrants:
Chris Allers

M MAS

Christiaan Cloete
Cor Grey

M MAS

David Smith

M VET

Gavin Murphy

M VET

Gellie Bibis

M MAS

Gregory Sykora

M VET

Gys Van Den Berg

M VET

Jacques Burger

M VET

Jan Paulus Koorts

M MAS

Khabi Motaung

M MAS

Luke Fitzell

M VET

Paul Nicolas
PJ Botha
Robert Hamilton
Roelof Van Wyk

M MAS

SB Botha

M MAS

Sharon Zeelie

F MAS

Stephen Smith

M VET

Steve Jackson

M MAS

Warren Jee
Wayne Pienaar

Two Oceans Entries opened 29th October 2014.

UPCOMING RACES
Race Calendar
DECEMBER 2014
6-Dec

Sat

Avt

Nedbank 32km 15km circuit

32\15\5

6:00

Kollegepark Primary

Nedbank AC

7-Dec

Sun

CGA

World Aids Day

14-Dec

Sun

CGA

Orlando

21\10\5Fun

7:00

Kathlehong Complex

Soul City AC

21\10\5

6:00

Orlando Com Hall

Orlando AC

16-Dec

Tue

CGA

Reconciliation Race

10\5

7:00

Vosloorus Stad

Gauteng Str

21-Dec

Sun

CGA

Daveyton Hearts

10\5

7:00

Marivate Park

Daveyton H

31-Dec
31-Dec

Wed

Avt

Ou Jaar's Party

10\2\4\6\8

18h00

Kollegepark Primary

Nedbank AC

Wed

Bol

Danger Point race

21

7:00

Hoofstraat, Gansbaai

Whalers AC

January 2015
Date

Day

Prov

Event

4-Jan

Sun

CGA

Varsity Kudus

Distance

Time

Venue

Club

15

7:00

Wits University

Kudus

11-Jan

Sun

CGA

Dischem

21\5

6:00

Bedfordview Virgin Active

Bedfordview

14-Jan

Wed

CGA

Berg en Dal Nite

15\5

19:00

President Hyper

Krugersdorp

18-Jan

Sun

CGA

Bobbies

25\10

7:00

Arthur Bloch Park

SAPS

21-Jan

Wed

CGA

Arwyp 15 Nite

15\5

19:00

Barnard Stadium

Kempton RR

25-Jan

Sun

CGA

Johnson Crane

42\21\10\5

6:00

Old Benonians Sports

Benoni H

Birthday Celebrations: - December
Congratulations to the following members in celebration of their birth date:
Ruan Mouton
December Motaung

4
11

All the best for a new year in your life !

WHY DO I RUN ?
Why do I run? tain’t no mystery_
Wanna have a good
Medical history
Doctor told me runnin is great
Helps them bloodcells
Circulate
Great for the lungs
Great for the ticker
Can’t nothin getcha
In better shape quicker
Feels so healthy, feels so sweet
Pumpin my arms
And flapping my feet
Mouldin my muscles,
firmin my form
Pantin like a mule
Sweatin up a storm
Keeps me youthful
Keeps me loose
Tightens my tummy
Shrinks my caboose
Beats bein sluggish
Beats bein lazy
Why do I run?
Maybe I’m crazy
(From Authur Doyle)

TRACK WORK.
Join us for informal track work on Wednesdays at Drie Riviere Hoërskool.
We would like to start from 16h30, to warm up with a 2 - 4 km run, then do some 400m and 800m sessions, or
whatever you feel comfortable with, but join in at any time that suits you.
You will reap the rewards, guaranteed!

TRAINING ADVICE.
The Comrades training cycle
Start training early, never try to recover lost mileage or time on the road. Be consistent, stay
healthy, rest and allow for recovery time. Never have two hard days in succession.
Base Training: December and January 8 -10 weeks
Aerobic 60 - 70% of training Long Slow Distance for Endurance
Strength work 10-20% - Gym or hill work
Increased intensity and Volume: February and March 8 Weeks
Progressively increase volume and intensity, apply
the 10% rule
50-60% Endurance and easy running
20% strength work
20-30% Intervals, race pace sessions ( 10km Pace)
Introduction of speedwork.
Speed and Sharpening: April 4 weeks
Speed work introduced in March allow the body to adjust.
50% Endurance and easy running
10% Strength work
30-40% Intervals, race pace sessions, speed work, use
shorter races to test speed adaptation.
Tapering: May 4 weeks
Reduce overall training by approximately 20% leading
up to race day.
Speed and race pace used for sharpening
Time Trials and Races used for evaluation of peaking.
Keep in mind:
1. You can only do what you can do So don’t try to do more.
a. You can’t run further or faster than you can.
a. You can train to do better (and that’s what we are doing here) but at any point, you
can only do what you can do.
b. Stick with what you can. Your body will adapt and allow to do more
2. Get the weekly mix right
a. harder runs combined with
b. recovery runs combined with
c. long slow runs and
d. 
e. and build in rest weeks
3. Keep track of what you are doing and adjust
a. Assess how you are doing against the plan
b. Respond to your ratings of your runs
c. Accept what your body can do – not all of us can win the race.

HEALTH INFORMATION.

13 Good reasons why it’s time for you to get moving!
A 30-minute walk every day can do more for your long-term health than all the efforts of a dozen doctors and
their medication.
Not only does exercise improve your health, even if you have already been diagnosed with something, but it can
go a long way to prevent the onset of several life-threatening conditions, such as heart disease, diabetes and
cancer.
And exercise can make you look great – younger, fitter and thinner. Who needs any more convincing?
We have scrutinised the medical journals. Here’s a summary of the proven health benefits of exercise:
1. It’s good for your heart
“Even a moderate amount of exercise helps your heart,” says Dr William Kraus, associate professor of medicine
at Duke University Medical Centre, in an article published in The New England Journal of Medicine. “Some
exercise is better than none and more is better than less.”
Exercise reduces LDL cholesterol, the kind that clogs arteries. It also reduces your blood pressure, relieving
stress on your heart; improves your insulin sensitivity; improves heart muscle function; and blood flow and
diminishes the chances of developing blood clots. These findings have been corroborated by a host of studies
over the years.
2. Exercise promotes weight loss
Research has shown that to manage weight, you should exercise energetically for at least 30 minutes a day. You
can also do an hour of intensive exercise every second day if this fits into your schedule more easily. Be
consistent and be regular. Do those one-hour exercise sessions three to four times every week, not just one week
a month, and you will achieve the result you desire – to lose weight and keep it off, says Dr Ingrid van Heerden,
registered dietician.
3. Exercise prevents osteoporosis
Exercise, together with a healthy calcium intake, builds strong bones. Weight -bearing exercises, like running,
walking and weight-lifting, help lower your odds of getting osteoporosis as you grow older, according to
experts.

Ideally, you should start when you’re young, but it’s never too late to pick up the habit. Even a brisk walk can
help, say metabolic disease specialists.
4. Exercise lowers high blood pressure
Exercise is good for your blood pressure – no matter your age, weight, race or gender. And it really doesn’t
matter whether you get exercise from a brisk walk, a fast run or a few laps in the pool; the results are equally
good.
The studies on which these findings were based used “aerobic” exercise – activities that increase heart rate and
improve the body’s ability to use oxygen. Most of the studies involved participating in one or more aerobic
activity for 20 – 30 minutes per session, several times a week.
On average, exercise helped study participants reduce systolic (top number) pressure by nearly 4 mm Hg, and
diastolic (bottom number) pressure by slightly more than 2.5 mm Hg. But experts caution that those with
extremely high blood pressure should not rely on exercise alone to control hypertension.
5. Exercise is an excellent de-stressor
It’s general knowledge: exercise counters stress and depression. But exactly how and why does this work?
Exercise acts as a temporary diversion to daily stresses and it improves self-esteem. Increased core temperature
during exercise may lead to reduced muscle tension and favourable alterations in brain neurotransmitters. Mood
improvements may also occur due to the increased secretion of endogenous (internal) opiates, e.g. endorphins.
Psychological changes may occur because of changes in norepinephrine, dopamine and serotonin, all hormones
which can affect mood and anxiety levels.
6. Exercise prevents colds
One doesn’t automatically associate regular exercise with a reduction in the number of colds people get. But
researchers from the University of Carolina found that people who exercised regularly were 23% less likely to
get colds than those who exercised less. And if those who exercised got colds, the symptoms disappeared more
quickly than in the study participants who did little exercise.
Health experts believe that exercise spikes the immune system for a few hours each day, helping to ward off
colds. Thirty minutes of brisk walking is enough to make you reap the benefits of exercise.
7. Exercise reduces diabetic complications
Lifestyle factors have a huge impact on certain conditions – and diabetes is one of them. Exercise can help to
reduce your insulin requirements, lower your cholesterol levels and high blood pressure, and in the long term
can reduce the development of heart disease and stroke. This is important because diabetics have a higher risk of
developing heart and circulatory problems. Exercise can also promote weight loss, improve circulation and
reduce stress levels (raising your glucose level).
8. Exercise plays a role in preventing cancer
At least 35% of all cancer deaths may be related to overweight and lack of activity, the Seattle Cancer Research
Centre has found. Exercise is believed to speed the passage of food through the colon, thereby reducing the
amount of time that any toxins are in contact with the body. Overweight people also tend to have more insulin,
which promotes the growth of tumours. For women, exercise reduces the level of oestrogen, a hormone linked
to breast cancer.
9. Exercise has anti-ageing effects
Exercise enhances blood flow to the brain, possibly reducing risk of stroke. It also improves reasoning and
memory.
Regular exercise arouses the brain and slows down degeneration of the central nervous system, which leads to
slower reaction times and poorer coordination.

Exercise also increases strength and size of muscles and improves lung function. Regular exercise can reduce
body fat and lower the risk of chronic lifestyle diseases in the elderly. Recent literature suggests that the greatest
threat to health is not the aging process itself, but rather inactivity.
10. Exercise promotes brain health
If you thought exercising your brain meant only doing a few crossword puzzles or learning a language, you may
be wrong – rather put on your walking shoes and get moving. This was the finding of researchers from the
University of Illinois.
Their study found that the brain responses in active seniors were comparable to those of young adults.
It is thought that exercise increases the flow of blood to the brain, just as it improves circulation to the heart and
the rest of the body. Activity also stimulates the growth of nerve cells in the part of the brain involved in
memory.
11. Exercise improves sleeping patterns
Relaxation exercises will help you to ease tension and relieve headaches, backaches and insomnia. Exercise
releases the body’s own painkillers, called endorphins, into yo ur system. It also helps you to gain a sense of
emotional wellbeing and a feeling of being more in control.
Exercise during the day promotes the onset and quality of sleep, according to the South African Memory
Resource Centre. But you need to exercise at the right time: the ideal time for exercise is in the morning.
Exercising late in the day can contribute to sleeplessness, because exercise causes an increase in your body’s
energy.
12. Exercise is good for mind and soul
In a synopsis on “Exercise, Fitness and Mental Health” (1990), sports psychologist D.R. Brown summarised the
possible beneficial effects that exercise has on mental health. These include the following:







Exercise may act as a temporary diversion to daily stresses.
Exercise provides an opportunity for social interaction that may otherwise be lacking in an individual’s
life.
Exercise provides an opportunity for self-mastery. Increasing fitness or improving body composition
and other health parameters may improve an individual’s self-esteem.
Increased core temperature during exercise may lead to reduced muscle tension or alterations to brain
neurotransmitters.
Mood improvements may occur due to the increased secretion of endogenous (internal) opiates e.g.
endorphins
Psychological changes may occur due to alterations in norepinephrine, dopamine and serotonin, all
hormones which can affect mood and anxiety level.

13. Exercise improves oxygen and nutrient supply to all cells in your body.
An American study indicates that ‘80-plus-ers’ can dramatically improve their health by exercising a few times
a week. If this is true for elderly people, it certainly is for the younger set as well.
Exercise improves the body’s utilisation of oxygen, and lowers systolic blood pressure (high pressure is a
dangerous condition common in elderly people).
Positive results were obtained from the 22 elderly people (80 years and older) who took part in the study at the
Veterans Affairs Ann Arbor Healthcare System in Michigan.

Source: Susan Erasmus, Health24

Yes, Lord

http://mynewhope.ca

"No, Lord" is an oxymoron.
If we call God our "Lord" then we are calling Him our "master" and more than that - our owner. The
implication is that He has Lordship over our lives. He calls the shots. He's in charge.
Therefore, it's impossible to call Him "Lord" and simultaneously respond with "no" when He asks
something of us.
Mary and Joseph signed up for lives that were more trying, glorious, terrifying, and amazing than
they could ever have imagined. We still marvel today at the things they saw and experienced. For
both of them, the journey started with a simple response of "yes" to God's calling.
Then Mary said, “Behold the maidservant of the Lord! Let it be to me according to your word.” - Luke
1:28
Then Joseph, being aroused from sleep, did as the angel of the Lord commanded him and took to
him his wife… - Matthew 1:24
God hasn't asked us to understand the full picture of our lives. He hasn't asked us to do anything
other than say "yes" to Him… over and over again.
When we discover something in His Word that He wants us to do - "Yes."
When He asks us to take a step of faith and trust Him - "Yes."
When He asks us to give something up - "Yes."
When we start saying, "yes" to God, we will see God do amazing things in our lives that we will not
be able to take credit for. We'll find ourselves in places we never could have predicted.
We can't control the future and God hasn't asked us to. So when you're overwhelmed by the future,
remember that God has asked us to do one thing today - He's asked us to say, "Yes, Lord."

Christmas.
I love Christmas. The older I get the more my sense of wonder increases at the amazing truth that
God became a man, a new born baby and made His home amongst us. We’ve heard the story so
many times that it’s easy to forget how outrageous it is. When humanity rebelled against God and
chose sin instead of Him, who could have possibly imagined that God would choose to fix the
situation at the the cost of His own son’s life?
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